Leverett Winter Weather Advisory

“Fellow Leverites, esteemed students at the College and Graduate Schools, I address you as one equally concerned with the state of the weather and its effect on the attitude in Cambridge. It is, at times, difficult to process the need for such a season as dreary as the one we experience now, but it is in the hope that these words may inspire residents here to persevere through these turbulent times that I speak to you now.”

“In my opinion, the problem is not the weather, but how we interpret it. I am no fan of the snow drifts, so high I cannot hope to see farther than a few feet in front of my face, but I am fond of knowing that if I glide towards danger one of my fellow Leverites will quickly save me. I do not enjoy the cold, but the assurance that I am just a few feet away from a good petting keeps me upbeat. There are certainly two sides to every obstacle, and if we can focus on the good that comes from the bad, we will be able to successfully navigate this winter and emerge prepared for a beautiful spring and summer.”
Initial Reaction from Bandit’s Oration

Bandit the Corgi delivered a speech to residents and workers of Leverett House on Sunday that drew a large crowd. “I went because I knew how great of an orator he was, and I was certainly blown away” says Leverite Christina Globalizedness (’16). “He ascended the podium, in all the regality appropriate for such an occasion, and delivered a speech that has inspired me to be more positive about this winter. Honestly, I was a bit nervous beforehand, I mean, how much can a dog know about the struggles of a student in the winter? But he definitely blew me away.”

In a surprising development, Bandit revealed that he was only given thirty minutes notice to prepare his remarks on Sunday. Speaking through his spokesman John Rockthevoteson (’98), Bandit “was slightly caught off guard by the proposal.” “This is highly unusual for a house pet, and Bandit was both honored and worried about living up to expectations.” When asked about what sort of preparation was possible with just thirty minutes notice, Mr. Rockthevoteson responded that “not much was available in terms of research or prep-time. Bandit just had time to think briefly about what he could accomplish with this speech, and spoke from the heart.” Mr. Rockethevoteson left open the possibility of this turning into a new house tradition, but was non-committal on the subject.

MYSTERY QUOTE:

“Every heart sings a song, incomplete, until another heart whispers back. Those who wish to sing always find a song. At the touch of a lover, everyone becomes a poet.”

CARTOON

Harvard Athletics Weekend 2/12 - 2/14

M Hockey: Rensellaer
Fri 2/12 7:00PM

W Basketball: @Brown
Fri 2/12 7:00PM

M Tennis: Yale
Fri 2/12 11:00AM

W Hockey: @Rensellaer
Fri 2/12 7:00PM

M Basketball: Brown
Fri 2/12 7:00PM